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The Non-Linear World of Online Infringement

- Infringements can be quite sophisticated and difficult to stop
- The true identity of the infringers is often unknown
- Registrars, hosts and payment channels are often in multiple jurisdictions
- Multiple platforms are used to conduct the infringement
- Consumer complaints can create bad publicity for a brand
- Time is of the essence
Online Infringement: Example 1 – Timeshare Scam

Trivago enterprise established in 2005 with renowned prestige in the tourist industry all over the world, perfecting day after day the PERSONALIZED SERVICE concept that has distinguished us since the very beginning.

Honoring our mission statement that reads: 'To become the best in the creation, commercialization and operation of travel services', we are glad to express to you the satisfaction experienced throughout our more than 11 long and successful years of providing online services; we have initiated and cultivated excellent relationships with some of the most famous wholesale travel service agencies all over the world, including countries like the USA, Canada, Sweden, Norway, Iceland, France, Brazil, Chile, Argentina, Peru, Uruguay, and Mexico, among many other countries in America, Europe and Asia.

We are in the business of collecting timeshare inventory to offer to our client’s data base. Due to American Laws, since our corporation is located in Germany, our Utah Branch will acquire a licensed escrow company located in the US.

We would like to make an offer for your timeshare for the following specifics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property Name:</th>
<th>Penthouse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unit Size:</td>
<td>1 Week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weeks Owned:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposal Offer:</td>
<td>$61,000.00 USD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the offer is satisfactory please sign below, since THIS IS NOT A LEGAL BINDING DOCUMENT YOU DO NOT RELINQUISH THE RIGHTS OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP by signing.

With your acceptance of our offer we will contact an escrow company to manage this transaction, if you would like to use an escrow company of your choice please email us back with the company’s information and we will contact them to make proper arrangements. Any assistance you might need contact your sales department at 385-282-6682 EXT: 103

<trivagosaltlake.com>
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Real Estate Brokerage Co.  
<realestatebrokerageco.com>

Financial Intelligence Group  
<fingroupinc.com>
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EXCLUSIVE PURCHASE AGREEMENT

This contract is made and entered into this March 8, 2016 hereinafter referred to as the “Activation Date”, between [Seller] and Trivago hereinafter referred to as “Buyer” with Real Estate Brokerage acting as transactional brokerage agent. Representative, [Buyer] and [Seller] desire to employ Real Estate Brokerage to liquidate by acts of brokerage the Vacation Membership of the Seller, and WHEREAS, Real Estate Brokerage desires to accept such employment and has secured a purchase contract from Buyer, for the Seller’s Vacation Membership; NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the covenants and agreements contained herein, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Seller, Buyer, and Real Estate Brokerage agree as follows:

1. Buyer will pay all associated fees that are required to purchase Seller’s Vacation Membership.
2. Seller represents and warranty that he is the exclusive Owner of the Vacation Membership and has good right and lawful authority to sell and convey said Vacation Membership which is free and clear of encumbrances and not subject to limitation of any kind other than stated therein. Seller agrees that during the term of this Vacation Membership, he will not lease the property or any portion thereof or otherwise encumber the property, unless such leasing has been pre-approved by Real Estate Brokerage in writing. Seller hereby authorizes Real Estate Brokerage to solicit and obtain any and all information concerning the Vacation Membership and all encumbrances therein and the seller agrees to execute any and all documents and to complete all procedures required for this purpose. The Vacation Membership described herein, this Contract including its terms and conditions, and all documents related to this Contract, shall be deposited into a brokerage account and held in such until closing/disbursement.
3. Seller hereby gives Real Estate Brokerage the exclusive right to acquire the Vacation Membership at the price and upon the terms set out herein. This Contract may be executed by facsimile or email. All signatures sent by facsimile or email shall constitute original signatures for purposes of this Contract. All documents sent by facsimile or email shall be binding for these signatures.
4. If the Vacation Membership has a clause or restriction that impedes a sale to a corporation or event company, a Certificate of Release must be obtained to fulfill the sale.
5. Real Estate Brokerage is located in Lakewood, Colorado. If there is something that impedes the seller from selling said membership from the Mexican end or under Mexican law, Real Estate Brokerage will not be held liable.
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The Tax and Escrow Payment and Reimbursement
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- Addresses of Utah affiliate and escrow company/agent are virtual offices obtained through Regus PLC, a flexible workplace provider
- Domain names used are registered through US and Australian registrars
- Hosting of the websites done through companies located in Utah and Arizona
- Escrow company and financing company for the scheme are real US companies whose identities have been stolen
- Bank One Investment is a dormant subsidiary of JP Morgan Chase
- Parties behind the scheme are based in Mexico
- Banks and accounts where alleged “tax” funds are sent are in Mexico
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The Solution

- Identified primary instruments used to legitimize the scheme and took down all associated websites and email usage through hosts or domain name registrars
- Shut down the virtual offices used through Regus
- Apprised JP Morgan Chase and companies whose identities had been stolen of the scheme
- Contacted Mexican banks being used to receive payments
- Contacted government and law enforcement officials and agencies in the United States and Mexico
- Coordinated information with law enforcement and parties involved
- Managed customer expectations
Online Infringement: Example 2 – False Bookings
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Booking Statement and Payment Request
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Invoice for Payment

Thank you
Payment is due within 48 hours.

Invoice

Descriptive Details
- Description: Reservation #3667
- Amount: 2,450.00

Company Information
- Name: FREIGHT FIGO SL
- Address: C/ Francesc Moragas 36-44, 08241 Manresa, Barcelona, Spain
- Bank Name: Santander BANK
- IBAN: ES26 0046 4418 6223 1009 2732
- BIC/SWIFT: BISCESMMXX
- Bank Address: Av de l’Alber 155, 20581 L’Alfàs del Pi, Alicante, Spain

Discount 10%

Bank account details:

TOTAL: €2,205.00
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- Multiple domain names, registered through a registrar in India, are used for websites offering the bookings
- Websites are hosted through various companies in the United States, Germany and Canada
- Some social media platforms are used to promote the booking websites
- Multiple Spanish banks used to receive payments for the bookings
- The parties receiving the payments in the invoices are actual newly formed companies in Spain whose identities have been stolen
- Consumers targeted are in multiple jurisdictions
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The Solution

- Searched for and identified multiple domain names being used for the scheme and identified hosts for all websites used
- Took down websites and email addresses being used
- Contacted registrar to have domain names suspended
- Contacted Spanish banks being used for payments
- Contacted government and law enforcement officials and agencies in Spain and filed a Police Complaint Form
- Coordinated efforts and provided information to Spanish police as obtained
- Managed customer expectations
Online Infringement: Making Enforcement Difficult

- Increased use of business name registrations and trademark filings to create an aura of legitimacy
- Use of business names and trademarks as basis for registering domain names for use with infringing websites or for email
- Increased use of multiple hosting services in sometimes remote jurisdictions with little ISP liability
- Use of domain name registrars with difficult procedures and onerous requirements for abuse complaints, transfers or the like
- Use of legal or other services to further schemes and create legal positions
Online Infringement: Final Takeaway

- Investigate problematic infringements thoroughly
- Take action quickly. The optics can be important
- Develop a strategy to impair the objected to conduct (you may never get to the source, but can impact on the success of scheme)
  - Consider options such as takedowns, UDRP, lawsuit
- Work with other parties that may be the target of a scheme and consider information sharing when appropriate
- Engage law enforcement when appropriate (not every matter will get interest)
- Use watch services to try and detect potential sources of online infringement
- Develop action plans and strategies for communicating with consumers when addressing schemes that target consumers of your brand
Thank you
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